Chevy cruze windshield wipers

Chevrolet Cruze owners have reported problems related to wiper under the visibility category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Chevrolet Cruze based on all problems reported for the Cruze. Passenger
side wipe blade stopped working while driving on highway during winter conditions. Extremely
dangerous in snow on the highway. Needs to be fixed ASAP. See all problems of the Chevrolet
Cruze. My chevy Cruze left wiper suddenly stopped working. The car had been parked just a few
hours and the wipers were working. The hvac blender door mechanism heat mode door lever
broke which disables the defrost mode in the car. This happened during a winter storm and I
could not see through the windshield and only partial vision of the road. Very very dangerous
situation and going forward. Very expensive fix, so I am debating weather to spend the money
to fix myself. While driving today, it began to rain, my driver side wiper was working, then 3
mins into it being on, it stopped. I accessed the wiper arm linkage, and it had the driver arm
bushing had worn out. The wiper transmission broke on the driver's side. I can look through the
plastic shield and see if has came apart. I have no drivers wiper function no more. I see online
this is a common problem with Cruzes. The car only has 54k on it. This should never have gone
bad this soon and should be covered by gm. Its a safetly hazard not having a wiper in raining
weather which itas been raining for days lately. I have a Chevrolet Cruze lt. On may 20th my
driver side windshield wiper stopped working. Took car to a Chevrolet dealership to have it
fixed the next day. They replaced the motor to the windshield wipers. Not even 2 months later
on July 9th the driver side windshield wiper goes out again. When the driver side wiper is in
motion the arm reaches too far to the left and get stuck or arm connection under the windshield
that look like a ball in socket dislocates when driving in the rain. Causing poor visibility. The
windshield wipers do full rotations but stop in the middle of the windshield. Driver side blade
stopped working on highway in rain. The windshield defrost does not work like it is supposed
too. When I put it on defrost and the heat on full blast, it will only heat the passengers side of
the vehicle and not the drivers side of the vehicle which is a huge safety concern. On the
driver's side there is cold air coming out of the vents which prevents the drivers side of the
windshield to not defrost. When I drive, it only seems to get worst so I pull over and try to
scrape the ice off as best as I can so I can properly see. This is a huge concern when it comes
to upstate new york winters, especially when we have ice storms which is when I first
encountered the issue. It fails to defrost the inside and outside of the windshield on the driver's
side. This is a huge safety concern as it impairs visibility. On my way home, my vehicle was in
motion on the highway during heavy rain. I was so terrified didnt notice that something was
wrong till I pulled over. The left windshield wiper had stopped working. I had to wait till the rain
had stopped to go home. When the climate control system is placed in defrost mode the air
does not blow out the defroster vents and the windshield does not clear. This is a safety hazard
especially in michigan with all the weather changes. Seems gm does not plan to authorize a
recall for this safety issue. I checked with local chevy dealer and chevy customer service was
told there is no recall related to this issue. While riding on thee freeway in georgia yesterday the
driver side wiper stopped. I turned thee wipers off and tried again after I pushed it back down.
And now it's stopping a quarter of thee way. This car has been nothing but problems since I
purchased it. The windshield wipers would randomly stick half way up the windshield when
turned on, and also happen as soon as I would turn the car on. Was dangerous when driving in
the rain because I could not see where I was going and had to pull over multiple times to clear
the windshield. Car fogs then frosts up. Alss when it rains the outer part of windows have an
add film and make it very hard to see after the windshield wipes the rain off. Very dangerous
car. I have looked around and all seem to complain about it. How can they get away with this?.
One of the windshield wipers stopped working. Won't go any higher than that. Happed out of
nowhere and the other works perfectly fine. It looks like a bolt or something is loose. The
windshield that Chevrolet puts in these cars is not very clear, I work in the glass industry and I
notice it every time I drive it. You can see distortion in the film of the laminated glass. They
replaced the windshield once, and I still see the distortion. Excessive condensation inside the
car. While running the ac, lots of water coming out of vents and very often it quickly covers the
whole windshield to a state where there is 0 visibility. Recurring issue. Major issue. Life
threatening condition. Also, reverse camera operation puts screen in full bright, which at night
makes the display too bright to use, and distracting to the driver trying to safely operate the car
in reverse at night. Read more Passenger wiper blade quit working while driving down the road
during a blizzard. The defrost quit working while we had degree temperatures this winter. My car
could not keep the windshield clear to see. It was in motion when it began getting more and
more foggy. Now hear a gear went out in the vent system. While driving to work on a busy
highway heading to danville va where the speed limit is around 55 to 60 mph during a wintry mix
storm the driver side windshield wiper stopped working making it impossible to see. On various

web sites this has been an ongoing issue with these vehicles. Thus far upon my research there
are various causes for this to occur but the one that I know its not in my case is that I have bad
wipers. These wipers were just recently replaced. The windshield wiper linkage failed via a ball
joint failure in the wiper mechanism. This caused the driver side wiper to become free moving,
staying attached to the car. When it failed, it wound up getting pinned against the driver side
door, forcing me to exit the vehicle via the passenger side. This failure occurred when I was
driving through western MD on interstate 68 near grantsville, MD, during a light snow and
salting operations were underway. I was using the wipers and washer fluid to keep the
windshield clear of salt. After this failure, I used cable ties to tie the loose wiper arm to the
attached wiper arm, therefore disabling my wipers until we got to our destination, two hours
further down the road. I had to stop every minutes to clear the salt off of the windshield. I
replaced the part, but have the oem part available for inspection, if requested. I noticed this
specific part was recalled on the Chevrolet equinox. Recently turned up the defogger on front
windshield to warn car up and I heard a a loud vibrating sound and a humming noise coming
from vents, my blower motor starts vibrating on anything after 3 for the level. Today I was
driving in the snow and used my wipers the driver side stopped mid way and was stuck. Once I
reached my destination I tried using the wipers again and the driver side did nothing. I got out
and out it down tried once more and the driver wiper did not move. Driving visibility is slim to
none at all. The passenger wiper blade motor broke right after turning the wipers on, and will
not move the wiper. The vehicle was stationary when the passenger side stopped working. The
driver side wiper randomly stops working in the middle of driving at random times, on city
streets, highways, ect. There's a plastic gear inside the dash that changes the hvac mode from
vent to defrost. That gear becomes brittle and snaps causing loss of window defrost to prevent
window fogging. This becomes dangerous when driving down the road and unable to clear the
window fogging. Vehicle fails to turn on windshield defroster causing limited to no visibility.
While driving during a storm driver side windshield wiper stopped working. Could not see at all
while driving vehicle on highway. I am writing to request an investigation into Chevrolet Cruze
heater blend door actuator failures. This in turn allows the windshield to become fogged, or
frosty in extreme cold which leads to very poor visibility. Being this failure can lead to an
accident caused from poor visibility from an obvious design flaw, to cut corners and save
money, this needs to be looked at. My video has nearly 11, views from people with this problem.
Also almost every forum online have people discussing this problem. I believe it is n bad taste
for Chevrolet to not yet acknowledge this as a recall. My passenger side windshield wiper
stopped working. I was trying to make it a few days until I could afford to fix my passenger
wiper and my driver side stopped working on my way to work on the highway while I was in
motion. When this happened I had to hang my head out the window to see where I was driving
until I could get to a safe location to pull over. On , I started my car for the day. Turned on the
wipers. Then went to turn them on again to rinse the rain off and the driver side blade was
lifeless. Had to have transmission replaced. Totally unacceptable I've seen other complaints
online and I think there should be a recall because it is a serious safety hazard to not have the
driver side wiper blade operational. The car was stationary. But it was a rainy day and I had to
drive to work with no wipers. By the grace of god my work is literally three minutes from home.
And my son is a mechanic at a chevy dealership so I was able to have the problem fixed in a few
days. But I'm sure there are quite a few people who are not so lucky that are stuck with this
problem. I looked it up online and saw a 25 complaints other than mine and it happened to them
while their car was in motion. When driving my car never ends up heating up, this makes me
choose between being able to see or being able to be warm. This is a major problem living in
wisconsin and I am not able to heat my car up in the winter. This is not acceptable and makes it
a major safety hazard to drive in the winter. It will do this when stationary, in motion and
whenever. This car does not heat up. Car Problems. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 1.
Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 2. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 3. Wiper problem
of the Chevrolet Cruze 4. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 5. Wiper problem of the
Chevrolet Cruze 6. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 7. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet
Cruze 8. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 9. Wiper problem of the Chevrolet Cruze Other
Common Visibility related problems of Chevrolet Cruze. Problem Category Number of Problems
Wiper problems Visibility problems. Defogger problems. Defogger Heater problems. Sun Roof
problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer problems. Exterior Rearview Mirror problems.
Windshield problems. Interior Rearview Mirror problems. Mist : For a single wipe, briefly move
the wiper lever down. For several wipes, hold the wiper lever down. Windshield Washer : Pull
the windshield wiper lever toward you to spray windshield washer fluid and activate the wipers.
The wipers will continue until the lever is released or the maximum wash time is reached. When
the windshield wiper lever is released, additional wipes may occur depending on how long the

windshield washer had been activated. In freezing weather, do not use the washer until the
windshield is warmed. Otherwise the washer fluid can form ice on the windshield, blocking your
vision. Clear snow and ice from the wiper blades and windshield before using them. If frozen to
the windshield, carefully loosen or thaw them. If the windshield wiper lever is then moved to off
before the driver door is opened or within 10 minutes, the wipers will restart and move to the
base of the windshield. Winter Driving Driving on Snow or Ice Drive carefully when there is
snow or ice between the tires and the road, creating less traction or grip. Avoid driving on wet
ice or in freezing rain until roads c Air Conditioning Compressor Replacement 1. Refer to
Refrigerant Rec. Remove drive belt. Refer to Drive Belt Replacement. Raise and support the
vehicle. Refer to Lifting and Jacking the Vehicle. Horn Presson the steering wheel pad to sound
the horn. All the BCM inputs are recognized as active when the wiper switch provides a path to
the referenced ground signal. The first signal received by the BCM is the result of 6 resistors in
the front wiper switch configured as a resistor ladder network. This signal is connected to a
BCM analog to digital input. It should be noted that High, Low, and Mist all have the same value
on this signal circuit. The second signal received from the front wiper switch is active only
when the front wiper switch is in the high speed wiper position. When the wiper switch is not in
the high speed position, the switch is open and the signal circuit is pulled to battery by the
BCM. When the wiper switch is in the high speed position, the switch pulls the circuit low. The
third signal received from the front wiper switch is from the momentary windshield wash control
switch. When the washer switch is not active the switch is open and the signal circuit is pulled
to battery by the BCM. When the washer switch is active, the switch pulls the circuit low. The
BCM controls the windshield wash and windshield wash activated wiper operation based on
this input. The BCM controls front wiper motor operation through two output signals and the
monitoring of one input signal. When left deactivated, the normally closed contacts provide a
ground to the wiper motor. The input used by the BCM is from the park switch located in the
wiper motor assembly. When the wiper blades are not in the park position, the wiper park switch
is open and the circuit is pulled up to battery by the BCM. When the wiper blades are in the park
position at the bottom of the glass, the wiper park switch closes to ground pulling the park
signal circuit low. The BCM shall be capable of doing this, even if the module has lost all
microprocessor control. In order to perform an accurate read of the park switch and to ensure
the wipers will come to rest while still in the park position, parking of the wipers only occurs
while in a low speed wiper mode. In order to park the wipers, the BCM monitors the park circuit
until the park switch pulls the park circuit to ground. This deactivates and dynamically brakes
the wiper motor in the park position. When the wiper switch is turned to the OFF position while
the wiper motor is somewhere in mid-cycle, the BCM will continue to operate the motor until the
wipers reach the park position. If the BCM is running the wiper motor and does not see a state
transition of the park switch after 8 s, the wipers will stop immediately when the wiper switch is
turned to OFF. If the ignition is turned OFF while the wipers are in mid-cycle, the wipers will
stop immediately, regardless of position. When the wiper switch is moved to the MIST position
and released, low speed wiper motor operation is started and will continue until 1 cycle is
complete. If the wiper switch is moved to the MIST position and held, the wiper motor will
operate in the LOW speed mode until the switch is released. Windshield wiper intermittent
operation is a low speed wiper motor function with a variable delay interval between the wiper
motor cycles. The duration of the delay is controlled by the front wiper control switch's
intermittent 1 to intermittent 5 settings. The wiper operation is as follows:. Intermittent wiper
operation may be vehicle speed sensitive. When enabled, the speed compensated intermittent
feature causes the intermittent wiper delay intervals to become shorter as a function of
increased speed. As vehicle speed is reduced the intervals will become closer to the
predetermined. The BCM controls the windshield wash operation and windshield wash activated
wiper operation. When the BCM detects the activation of the momentary windshield wash
control switch, it activates its washer pump relay drive output which supplies battery power to
the coil of the washer pump relay. This energizes the relay, which switches battery power to the
pump motor. The BCM will also activate continuous low speed windshield wipes as described
above. Upon deactivation of the windshield wash control switch, the wiper control module BCM
shall deactivate the wash motor and will also park the wiper motor as described above unless
the drip wipe feature is enabled. On some vehicles the drip wipe feature will be enabled and
cause the system to provide additional wiping of the windshield after the switch has been
released and fluid is no longer being applied. The front wash feature may attempt to detect a
stuck switch. When enabled, activation of the wash feature shall be limited to 10 s. When this
feature is activated on rain sense equipped vehicles, the wiper subsystem performs front
windshield wipes according to the amount of moisture detected on the windshield. The BCM will
control the wiper motor speed, as indicated above, based on wipe requests that it receives from

a moisture sensor rain sense module which is mechanically attached to the windshield through
a windshield mounted optic coupler. The BCM is designated as the master, while the rain sense
module is designated the slave. As the system master, the BCM uses the LIN serial
communication bus to enable or disable rain sense module operation, communicate wiper
control switch settings, and wiper motor position information to the rain sense module. The rain
sense module requests wiper motor function, and provides the BCM with system status and
diagnostic information for diagnostic reporting. When this feature is present, the BCM uses the
front wiper control switch's intermittent 1 thru intermittent 5 settings to activate the system and
to act as the automatic wiper sensitivity control. This allows the driver to adjust the moisture
level at which the rain Sensor requests the BCM to automatically wipe the windshield. The
intermittent 1 setting corresponds to the lowest sensitivity and intermittent 5 the highest
sensitivity. Some vehicles calibratable shall display an AUTO front wiper indicator when the
feature is active. This indicator shall notify the driver of the vehicle that the rain sensor is ready
to perform automatic wiping of the windshield upon detection of moisture. Removal Procedure
Raise and support the vehicle. Remove the tire and wheel assembly. Refer to Tire Designations
Tire Size The following is an example of a typical passenger vehicle tire size. The letter P as the
first character in the tire size means a passenger vehicle tire engineered to standards set by the
U. Customer Satisfaction Procedure Your satisfaction and goodwill are important to your dealer
and to Chevrolet. Normally, any concerns with the sales transaction or the operation of the
vehicle will be resolved by your dealer's sales or service departments. Sometimes, however,
despite the best intentions of all concerned, Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. This
video shows how to replace the front windshield wiper blades in your Chevrolet Cruze. Always
replace both wiper blades, even if only one side is streaking - the rubber on the opposite side is
likely worn as well. We recommend changing the wiper blades on your Cruze at least once a
year even if you don't use your wipers much - the sun wears out your wiper blades more than
using them to wipe water. Another trick to enhance the longevity of your Cruze's wiper blades is
to scrape off the ice and snow from the windshield before using your wipers. A layer of ice is
known to have sharp edges that can reduce the effectiveness of the micro edge of the rubber
wiper blade. In most Chevrolets the driver side wiper blade is larger than the passenger side
blade - be sure to get the correct size blades for your Cruze! Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is
to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars
auto service manuals
1997 honda accord headlight
chevy venture 2000
. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other
tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your
car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace your car
battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4 years. Fix
leaky hoses. Change a tail light. The burnt out tail light: classic reason for a cop to pull you over
- change yours now. Secure precious cargo. You love your kids right? See how to properly
secure their car seat. Sedan 4 Door. See all videos for the Chevrolet Cruze. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything

